POSTS INCLUDED IN THE COMBINED SUBORDINATE SERVICES
EXAMINATION –II, 2010-2011 (NON-INTERVIEW POSTS)
SUPPLEMENTAL SELECTION
List of Register Numbers of candidates who have been provisionally admitted for
Certificate Verification/Counselling in the ratio of 1:10 against the Not Joined vacancies,
for appointment by direct recruitment to the posts included in Combined Subordinate
Services Examination-II, 2010-2011 (Non-Interview Posts), which has been scheduled to
be held on 06.03.2017, at the office of the Tamil Nadu Public Service Commission,
Frazer Bridge Road, Chennai-600003.
00115029
01006285
01025222
02513107
02813071

00119228
01010261
01031204
02601224

00120162
01019127
01703141
02612073

00123225
01020017
01709349
02616027

00127265
01025085
01711177
And

Notes:
1. Mere inclusion of the Register Numbers of candidates will not imply that
his/her candidature has been fully considered by the Commission.
2. The candidates whose Register Numbers are found in the above list have
been admitted provisionally to the Certificate Verification in the ratio of 1:10.
The admission of the candidates to Certificate Verification / Counselling is
based on the claims made by the candidates in their online application. If any
of their claims are found to be false or incorrect, later at any stage, their
provisional admission to Certificate Verification will be cancelled and their
application will be rejected.
3. Candidates who have been admitted to the Certificate Verification/Counselling are
hereby advised to attend the Certificate Verification with all the relevant
documents in original, without fail. Failure to produce even any one of the
essential documents will result in their non-admission to the Certificate
Verification.

4. The candidates summoned to the Certificate Verification / Counselling are
not assured of selection. They may be allotted to the Unit/Department
subject to availability of vacancies in their respective reservation categories.
5. The admission of the above candidates to the Certificate Verification is
purely provisional and subject to the final orders to be passed by the
Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at Madras in the WPs and other cases
pending on the files of the Hon’ble High Court, Madras/Madurai Bench of
Madras High Court, if any, relating to this recruitment.
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